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D Symbols 

 
Daffodil - symbol of correlating to the Angels of Mercury; a symbol of joy and adoration. 

Daisies - a symbol of humanity thoughts accepted as commonplace, yet significant as a goodwill 

message between men; also, a symbol of hope and honor; of humanity; of human genesis; grace 

from family. 

Dalmatian (spotted dog) - a skeptical person, minus loyalty. 

Dark hair - tribal genesis. 

Dam - blocked emotional energy. 

Dance - inner night emotional evaluation of the rhythmic tides of one’s sexual life; also, a lesson 

in the necessity to observe rhythms in spiritual life.   

Dancing - when one is dancing in a dream, he is being taught the law of rhythm in the inner 

planes.  Dancing in a dream also shows that one should learn how to relate himself rhythmically 

with close persons or fellow initiates.  If the dance is tribal, this indicates that one has yet 

something of the sensual tribal-genesis moods to overcome. To experience dancing in the night, 

as one often does after he enters the Path, is to set up extended waves lengths of receptivity in the 

time clock of the etheric body.  Such persons, while awake, can identify the audible sound in a 

tree, in a piece of sculpture, in a waterfall, in a butterfly, in a rainbow, or in any living thing 

produced by God.  Music can be heard and lifted into sounds, harmonies and melodies, and 

passed on into the living action of civilizations, nations and persons. (It has been noted that 

sometimes people with inner hearing sometimes become physically deaf.) 

Daytime - physical consciousness, the night of the soul (the soul is the sun of the ego). In the 

daytime, man must depend upon his senses to determine what he experiences and what he knows 

through experiencing. 

Death (fear of) (dc) - materialistic fear; glamour fantasy. 

Death (no fear of) (ark) - void of materialistic fear or glamour fantasy. 

Deer - a deer in a dream represents a defenseless person, or a victim of the cruelty of men; a 

peaceful and tender heart; harmlessness. 

Deer (crowned with a tree with two twisting trunks) (ark) - a being with a tender nature who is 

illuminating and blending archetypal knowledge. 

Deer (sacrificial) - symbol of a sacrifice of a harmless creature, and of man’s will to pursue and 
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kill. 

Dejavu experience (ark) - premonition of a repeated initiatory action.  (Look to symbols in the 

overall dream to discover the clues). 

Dentist (ark) - a healer who relieves or resolves karma. 

Dentist (who works with dentures) (ark) - a healer who relieves or resolves the karma of those 

who do not have the sense of letting go or releasing. 

Dentures (ark) - relieving or resolving of karma. 

Dentures (encased in glass) (ark) - relieving or resolving of karma with insulation from the 

lower astral currents. 

Dentures (metal in a rainbow of metallic colors) (ark) - relieving or resolving of karma related 

to thoughts on the plane of Nature and the vibrational life existing in Nature. 

Desert - for the erasement of egotism; one is facing one of the greater polarity initiations of 

which there are four, desert, ocean, mountain, city. 

Designer (ark) - archetype. 

Desk - recording angels. 

Desk (wood) (ark)  - recording information on the physical plane; recording angels. 

Dessert - indulgence. 

Diamond (shape) - represents the diamond of the higher self. 

Diamond (jewel) - the crown of spirit; correlates to spiritual initiation; represents the higher self. 

The medallion of the Higher Self, or the Eternal Grace.i To communicate with the diamond, one 

directs all of his soul-power through the center between the eyebrows.  Here he first encounters 

the diamond body of his radiant Master who leads him to the eternal treasure of super 

consciousness.  One is more likely to experience this in the vernal equinox when the Archangel 

Raphael works to free the diamond of the higher self. 

Diamond (IS) - Archangel Michael; Celestial Angel; Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream 

#1. 

Necklace (diamond) (ark) - spiritual initiation of a devotee with rare spiritual powers in 

balancing cosmic energy. 

Diamond (ring) - indicates that one is being initiated into the logos of the higher self and into the 

eternal medallion surrounding the higher self. 

Diamond Rod (IS) - Bodhisattva. 
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Diarrhea (ktk) - uncontrolled elimination of poisonous memories and conditions of the past. 

Diet (to lose weight) (ark) - to overcome indulgence. 

Dining Room - a symbol of hospitality, of family-atom association; also, of the Lord’s Supper. 

Director / Producer (ark) - teacher on the stage of life. 

Dirt - (see Earth.) 

Disease/sickness (ark) - unpolarized energy that is not united with the heart. 

Dishes (washing) (ark) - to dream that you are washing dishes suggests that you are moving on 

and planning for the next thing that comes your way. 

Disneyland - fantasy and illusion. 

Divine Mother (Philosophy of Niscience by Ark ‘72) - Divine Mother represents the Feminine 

Principle (not the female form).  Divine Mother produces and is in control of cosmic 

consciousness through the three Gunas.  She controls energy. Divine Mother uses karma to keep 

“total life stuff” in control.  This is how gravity comes into play.  Her lower aspect is represented 

by Kali.   

Divine Mother Telepathies (IS) - white lotus; white rose. 

Dock (ark) - true mentation symbol. 

Doctor (ark) - night ministry healer. 

Doctor of Psychology (ark) - one who uses psychology to stir the conscience. 

Dog (airdale) - symbol of an inclusive person who feels that other persons are unnecessary to 

him; a regimented mind and attitude. 

Dog (barking) - a warning of loss of physical possessions, honor or recognition. 

Dog (bird dog) - one having an extended sense of smell.  A pointer indicates one who has 

discerning powers.  A retriever indicates a return for good or bad. 

Dog (black) - a black or dark force; a threat from the powers of darkness; giving the truths to 

someone (who is not ready) who will ridicule you. 

Dog (black and brown puppy) - newfound loyalty who has karmic penalty to be exacted. 

Dog (brown) (arc/ark) - symbol of a person who is to make a physical sacrifice and render a 

physical service. 

Dog (bulldog) - means stubborn loyalty; Guardian Angel; a jovial stubborn protector. 

Dog (white German Shepherd) - one is being as a spiritual shepherd who abides in the law. 

Dog (cocker spaniel) - means domestic indulgence; a person with little imagination, expecting 
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all the comforts. 

Dog (Collie) - means a shepherd or teacher. 

Dog (Dalmatian) - a skeptical person, minus loyalty. 

Dog (Dachshund) - a humorous situation with a happy conclusion; a person capable of crawling 

out of false accusations. 

Dog (English Setter) - one having an extended sense of smell, discerning powers and also 

indicates a return for good or bad. 

Dog (food) (ark) - represents sentient food. 

Dog (hound) - means the explorer, and the hunter side of one’s nature; one who runs with a 

pack. 

Dog (hunting dog) - one having an extended sense of smell.  A pointer indicates one who has 

discerning powers.  A retriever indicates a return for good or bad. 

Dog (Irish Setter) - one having an extended sense of smell, discerning powers and also indicates 

a return for good or bad. 

Dog (mad) - indicates an insane adversary. 

Dog (mastiff) - an over display of loyalty; too much affection; an untidy or large person. 

Dogs (pack of) - vicious persecution. 

Pekingese - a pampered situation and an unexpected contestant. 

Dog (pitbull) (ark) - tenaciously stubborn adversary. 

Dog (pointer) - indicates one who has discerning powers. 

Dog (police / guard dog) - means the law; a Guardian Angel of the judgments and ethics. 

Dog (police dog) - means the law; a Guardian Angel of the judgments and ethics. 

Dog (poop) (ark) - someone else’s toxic memories and conditions of the past. 

Dog (puppies) (ark) - newfound loyalty (look to the color and kind of dog(s) for more clues as to 

the form of the relationship. 

Dog (retriever) - indicates a return for good or bad. 

Dog (terrier) - inquisitiveness, tenacity. 

Dog (spotted) - skeptical person, minus loyalty. 

Dog (vicious/snarling) - an atheist or an unbeliever; a contender; an ungrateful person. 

Dog (white or light colored) - with kind and affectionate intent indicates unquestioned loyalty; 

faithfulness; a test of being faithful. 
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Dog (white German Shepherd) (ark) - one is being tested as a spiritual shepherd or teacher who 

abides in the law. 

Dog (black and brown puppy) - newfound loyalty who has karmic penalty to be exacted. 

Dog (white puppy)- newfound spiritual loyalty. 

Dog (wolfhound) (ark) - the explorer and hunter side of one’s nature is relentless and 

revengeful; one who runs with a pack. 

Doll - illusions; idol worship; fantasies. 

Dolphin - represents a neutral person; also, a Cherubim Angel.ii 

Dolphin (red) (ark) - cosmic messenger. 

Dome (Great) - the uniting of the two hemispheres of the brain; a whole being.1 

Domed (room with tiers) (IS) - Maha Chohan. 

Donkey - indicates some task is required of the dreamer in which he will carry a heavier load 

without complaint.  In the negative, it indicates a stubborn and unyielding person or situation. 

(See Jenny Donkey) 

Donkey (sacrificial) - the symbol of a burden-bearer. 

Donkey (with Mother and Child) (IS) - Mary. 

Donut shop - indulgence. 

Door - Jesus; opportunity to serve the love fiat; (IS) Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Door (back) (ktk) - subconscious. 

Door (closed) ark - one must find the key to open the door.   

Door (closed steel) (ark) - an impenetrable passageway or opportunity. 

Door (closed wood) (ark) - one must find the key to open the physical door.   

Door (entrance guarded by two East Indian Women) (ark) - guardians of the eastern door. 

Doors (French)(ark) - two opportunities to serve the love fiat. 

Doors (glass) passing thru - help to rise over the tumults of the astral world. 

Door (horse stall door) (ark) - progress through receptivity to new experience on the inner 

planes although yet unreceptive to new experience on the physical plane. 

Door (knocking at Sacred Door to the heart) (ark) - to hear knocking in meditation is symbolic 

of one knocking at the sacred door the heart. 

 
1
Ann Ree Colton, Galaxy Gate I, p. 207. 
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Door (rod iron furnace) - represents a strong and focused will while undergoing a protected 

purification. 

Door (to hear and see oneself knocking at the door) (ark) - to see oneself knocking at the door 

in a dream or meditation symbolizes one is seeking to gain entry at the Sacred Door to serve 

Jesus and the love fiat. 

Door (to hear and see someone knocking at the door) (ark) - when seen in a dream or vision, be 

prepared to meet the threshold dweller, a guardian dweller at the threshold of an opening, door or 

new beginning which tests the initiate as to his sincerity to apply spiritual instruction. (In 

marking and tracing, take note of the accompanying symbols to determine the form or nature of 

the threshold dweller.) 

Door (white) (ark) - spiritual experience. 

Doorbell (chimes) - be prepared to meet the special guest, or the Christ. In the negative, be 

prepared for a message of death. 

Dove - a spiritual co-disciple or a disciple; or a symbol of telepathy from another disciple; also, 

the symbol of the power of the Holy Ghost. The Holy Ghost works through the solar plexus and 

mouth of God centers.  At the mouth of God center, it becomes the Rudra or John the Baptist 

powers.2 

Dove (flying in amber light) (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Dove (flying in amethyst light (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. (ark: also 

known as St. Germaine.) 

Dove (flying in etheric Neptunian green light) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light 

Stream #4.   

Dove (flying in rosy light) (IS) - The Venerable One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2. 

Dove (flying in sapphire blue light) (IS) - Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5. 

Dove (sacrificial) - symbol of the sacrifice of the innocent. 

Dove (in violet light) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Dove (white) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Doves - fellow disciples. 

Doves on the ground (white) - earth plane disciples. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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Doves flying around (white) - means synchronization of a disciple nucleus. 

Down (dc) - research of lower quad of kundalini. 

Down (a flight of stairs) - indicates that the one dreaming is descending downward through the 

lower astral regions. 

Downstairs (JM) - relates to tribal dreams. 

Dragon – see Seraphim Angel. 

Dragonfly - a Lemurian creature.  Understanding the mineral kingdom.  The air… electrical. 

Drain (bathroom) (ark) - belly of the undersoul; lower astral energies. 

Drawers (chest of) (ark) - concealed initiation. 

Drawers (chest) used rectangle misshapen rattan (ark) - concealed initiation caused by warped 

praise and praise-giving acquired from others. 

Drawer (lingerie) - concealment of sexual initiation. 

Dreams - the Lord saith “All things begotten in the day and all things remembered in the night 

are my voice; and when obedience comes, healing comes as a winged peace, prompted by the 

Angels of Love.iii  (dc) The 4th plane is where we learn to play the game of life; a non-intrusive 

way to reflect to another.  Niscience initiates through dreams with mentation symbols which 

show what is happening in the spiritual life. 

Dress – image or perspective emphasizing the feminine polarity. 

Dress (black) - obstruction of the will by the feminine aspect of one’s nature. 

Dress (black and white) (ark) - one has a feminine perspective of the law. 

Dress (bridal gown) - initiation of the feminine polarity being united with the masculine polarity 

to become a bride of Christ. 

Dress (canary yellow) (ark) - feminine polarity emphasizing a perspective motivated by 

inquisitiveness or curiosity. 

Dress (gray and white rectangular plaid) (ark) - a person who is demonstrating spiritual 

detachment. 

Dress (horizontal green with white stripes) (dc) - healing in the physical world. 

Dress (midnight blue with white polka dots) (ark) - a person who is disciplining one’s thoughts 

for the benefit of the soul and spirit. 

Dress (new) (ark) - new image or perspective emphasizing the feminine polarity. 

Dress (new black with white polka dots and lace trim) - a person who has a new image or 
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perspective of the spiritual law for the benefit of the soul and spirit. 

Dress (pink) (ark) - love, devotion, chastity and reverence with a feminine outlook or 

perspective. 

Dress (pink silk) (ark) - pure devotional soul with a feminine outlook or perspective. 

Dress (red) (ark) - the feminine polarity charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Dress (sapphire blue) (ark) - feminine polarity representing the higher mind. 

Dress (sequined) (ark) - Celestial Angels’ help; Archangel protection. 

Dress Shop (ark) - place where one acquires a new image or outlook on life. 

Dress (sundress - yellow with black feminine markings) (ark) - an intellectual feminine 

perspective that accentuates communion with the Christ. 

Dress (white) (ark) - feminine perspective or outlook on the spiritual life. 

Dress (white w/flowers) (ark) - feminine perspective or outlook on the spiritual life and soul 

memory. 

Dress (white w/lavender flowers) (ark) - feminine perspective with accentuated mother 

consciousness of the spiritual life and soul memory. 

Drive-in Theater (ark) - one is an observer of archetypal projected instruction within a collective 

group body. 

Driveway (ark) - path leading to the family atom. 

Drowning (fear) (dc)- indicates going into astral waves until drowned. 

Drowning (no fear) (dc) - memory of past life drowning. 

Drowning in muddy water (ark) - astral initiations caused by involvement in a scandal. 

Drugs (drinking/smoking) - satanic deviators; unreality; seeking escape from reality; a warning 

in a dream to master one’s desire for intoxication or excitation. 

Drunken stupor (ark) - satanic deviators. 

Drums (ark) - tribal genesis expression. 

Duck - a migrator; symbolic of one being trained to ride on the waves of the astral world; also 

indicates that one may migrate to a new place. 

Dusk (ark) - one is approaching nighttime, which is unhindered by the superimposed 

consciousness of daytime collective thinking and conceptual thought processes. 

Duster / Dusting - refusing to accept surface evidence as being true. 

Dwarf - a by-product of sub-genesis caused by many lives of deviation.  A dwarf is the result of 
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karma made through an over-exalted opinion of oneself.  To see one in a dream is the symbol 

that one is being thrust backward in the genesis scale.   

 
i.   Ann Ree Colton. The Contributor, Vol. 1., No. 15. P. 109. 
ii.  Ibid.,No. 15. P. 109. 
iii. Ann Ree Colton, Watch Your Dreams, p. 269. 


